
 
LENT 1, Feb. 17, 2013                                   Gen 2: 15-17, 3: 1-7;  Matt. 4: 1-11, Psalm 32 
 
Our scriptures this morning speak about choices: 
    Adam and Eve, Jesus— 
         they were all faced with choices. 
Stop and think for a minute about some of the choices  
           that you are facing right now?     
How do you decide what is necessary 
              and what is optional?  
  What do you cut when the calendar gets too full, 
        when the checkbook runs low, 
  when an emergency throws everything up in the air? 
 
We are bombarded with decisions every day. 
When we re-entered the states after a term with MCC, 
     I was overwhelmed just going into a grocery store. 
Boxes of cereal took up a whole aisle.   
And the whole world is constantly before our eyes. 
We carry cell phone and Blackberries in our pockets. 
Computers and television bring the whole world 
      into our homes.    
Choices in entertainment are endless.  
Then there is the multitude of opportunities to grow and serve, 
         to work and become proficient, 
             to provide opportunities for our children, 
                   to go places and learn new things.   
Again, what have been the hard choices 
         you faced this week? 
What are the difficult decisions you struggle with at 
           this point in your life? 
 
While we value our great freedoms,  
   too much freedom, too many choices  
         can create anxiety. 
A recurring saying of my clinical supervisor was,  
“Structure binds anxiety.” 
Structure, not overwhelming choices, binds anxiety. 
It is why we wrap babies in blankets 
     and give children a choice between two things 
            rather than ten.   
 
Yet we were created in freedom, able to choose. 
The story of our beginnings tells of our ancestors 



      confronted with choice— 
         to take the word of their creator  
              or try to figure it out on their own— 
                  what was good and what was evil. 
 
We know their choice.   
It is part of being human to want to figure things  
      out on our own. 
 
We will always hear voices offering us opportunities  
            to explore beyond the safety of the garden. 
We will always hear voices offering  
     to fill the empty spaces in our lives 
            with exciting, productive,  
         good-looking opportunities and things.            
We will always hear voices enticing us with  
            more than is healthy for us.   
 
And in case we think that these voices,  
   these possibilities are bad, 
 we have only to look at the gospel story this morning 
  to learn that Jesus was led BY THE SPIRIT 
      into the desert of temptation. 
It was a time of facing many options  
    to clarify who he was and how he would live. 
 
Our first ancestors,  
    when they were made their choice, 
     suddenly saw that they were capable  
        of evil as well as good. 
They became aware that they were naked  
       and vulnerable.   
 
Seeking to become like God, 
    they had grabbed knowledge  
       and power for themselves. 
But the capacity to discern good from evil  
    left them afraid, and they responded  
       by hiding and by blaming,  
              by failing to take responsibility.   
 
Grabbing life as if we were gods, 
   abdicating it by hiding and blaming— 
that is what we’ve done ever since.   



  
 
 
 
The Psalmist says that this kind of defensive behavior makes us sick, 
    “My body wasted away, my strength was dried up.” 
 
The anxiety of making choices,  
   the fear of being found out if we make a bad one,  
      the anxiety when two good option  
          are mutually exclusive,  
the loneliness of being separate  
     as we live out our individual choices;  
    these are the stresses that describe the SICKNESS  
                          of our race and our time.   
The Catholic Church named anxiety  
  as the sickness of our time  
   and added this line to the Lord’s Prayer:   
    “Protect us from all anxiety  
         as we wait in joyful hope. . .” 

 The Psalmist encourages us to acknowledge                           and confess that in our 
freedom we mess up.               And we DO mess up.                                                
“Then I acknowledged my sin to you,                                   and I did not hide my 
iniquity.” 

He says that we have the choice to come clean  
  and start over again;  
   that instead of hiding from God, 
        we can allow God to become a hiding place for us 
               that surrounds and keeps us.   
 
 
Not only can we start over, but we have Jesus who 
     encountered the same voices that we do 
       and showed us a different way.   
He doesn’t grab everything he can take, 
  “He did not seek to become equal with God  
             but was born as a human”. 
 
And neither did he hide or blame 
       but “he became obedient to death,  
           even death on the cross”. 
Jesus chose in complete freedom 



       while staying centered and focused 
    on who he really was in his relationship with God. 
As he faced each choice, his identity--his mission-- 
       became more and more clear. 
That is the purpose of testing, of temptation. 
We must face alternative choices to know 
    at a deep experiential level what is life-giving for us.  
Sometimes we have to make a mistake to know what  
       is true, what we value. 
 
Scripture says that Jesus  
   entered the wilderness of choice, 
      right after his baptism. 
At his baptism, a voice from heaven had said, 
   “This is my beloved Son,  
         with whom I am well pleased.” 
 
That is the starting place for each of us. 
Each of you is made in the image of God, 
   each of you is a son or daughter of God, 
         and your creator is well pleased with you  
                just like your are. 
 
But this knowledge opens up a lot of questions. 
If I am really God’s child, how can I prove it? 
 
Am I wasting my God-given gifts if I don’t  
   develop every one to the greatest capacity possible? 
What does it mean to be a good steward of my gifts? 
What if I make a wrong choice?   
What if I do not make the BEST choice? 
 
I don’t know about you,  
       but these questions tie me in knots. 
Soon I know nothing about being a loved child. 
Soon I know nothing about resting  
        in God’s provisions. 
Soon I can no longer hear anything but the yammering 
          of my own insecurities.   
I start trying to prove myself.   
 
So how do we stay in the garden of God’s love 
      when all the voices around us  
          question whether or not it is the truth?   



We are constantly asked to prove our worth--   
    grades, resumes, evaluations, degrees,  
      credit ratings. . . .  
         the list goes on and on. 
But who is making the measuring stick? 
 
 
What are the voices within and without you 
          that ask you to prove your worth, 
             that tell you don’t quite measure up? 
Can you name these as tempting voices? 
Can you speak back to them? 
 
Every one of the tempter’s suggestions to Jesus  
       made sense. 
Think how much world hunger he could have stopped,  
   how much political power  
          he could have exercised for peace?   
He would not have had to be hungry,  
         endured ridicule or died as a criminal.  
 What guided him through this maze of choices? 
 
We’ve already talked about hanging on to his identity  
       as a loved child of God. 
That has to be primary. 
Our choices can either be rooted in our needs, 
   fears and insecurities,  
    or grounded in our relationship with God. 
That takes time spent with God. 
 
Jesus was also informed by the wisdom of his  
    faith tradition as recorded in the scriptures. 
I don’t think that we can negotiate our lives  
     on our own. 
Jesus couldn’t. 
 
 
 
He looked to the wisdom of God’s people 
 as tested through the ages 
      to become the map to help him find his way   
              through the desert. 
 
That, however, took time and space. 



For a while he shut off the TV, the cell phone, 
      he fasted, he left the comforts of home, 
         he stepped out of his identity as carpenter. 
He prayed and lived with scripture.   
Perhaps we can say he created a Sabbath space  
       in his life. 
Although we may have many choices, 
   in the area of time  
     we often feel like we have NO choices.   
However, I think we may have more choices  
         than we think we do. 
It means stepping out of our culture  
          to see different choices. 
 
God through Jesus calls us to this spaciousness. 
God asks us to step aside from a culture  
  that is over-scheduled,  
      over-stimulated, over-ambitious, over-connected. 
 
God calls us to go into the desert— 
    to face our emptiness 
        so we can hear God’s voice called us beloved, 
     so we can test the many possibilities pulling at us 
                  and question if they are all valid. 
 
I think the perhaps Mennonites are especially vulnerable  
    to the choices to do good, to be good,  
    to give ourselves to community.   
However, we don’t need to prove ourselves 
    with our good works.   
You are loved just the way you were created. 
 
You can stop, you can listen, 
   you can take the time to sort out  
   what is good and what is evil— 
       what is life-giving and what is life-destroying, 
     what keeps you healthy and what makes you sick. 
You may learn this from your mistakes. 
You can heed the map of God’s people  
     through the ages 
        who also listened and found the way, 
             lost their way and then found it again.   
 
You can say NO in order to protect the YES  



    to your relationship 
       with God and God’s people.   
 
The story of Jesus’ temptation ends  
    with the beautiful sentence.   
   “Then the devil left him,  
      and suddenly angels came and waited on him.” 
Testing is necessary to strengthen our identity 
       and to sort out who we are  
            and what we are to be about.   
 
Even mistakes, when acknowledged, 
      can clarify what is truly important.  
When we leave the desert time of testing, 
           we come out with a new sense of who we are, 
                  a clear sense of purpose, 
                      and a host of angels to support us. 
 
This is truly to return to our garden home— 
       to become authentically human. 
Or as the Shaker hymn puts it: 
      to “come down to where we ought to be, 
    and when we find ourselves in the place just right, 
     ‘twill be in the valley of love and delight”. 
 
  
  


